
c. the road to successful living.
d. man’s tendency to climb on others on his way to the top of success’s ladder.

21. According to “The Jericho Road,” technological advances have
a. made us impersonal and independent so that it is harder to heal the hurt of man.
b. served the purpose for which they were invented.
c. given us more time to stop and give assistance to those who are hurting.
d. been the downfall of young people in their daily walks of life.

22. What should we do to keep from becoming like “those in limousines”?
a. Take time out of our busy lives to send money to organizations that help the poor.
b. Live on farms and avoid riding in expensive cars or reading newspapers.
c. Stop driving automobiles so we have more time to stop and help the hurting.
d. Slow down and not place so much importance on things that hinder our compassion.

Define these terms.

23. feminine rhyme

24. rhythm

Read “The Acrostic” and “The Triolet” (pp. 168-171).

Write alliteration, personification, metaphor, or simile.

1. “time stretches its arms”

2. “Fresh as the dew”

3. “Taking their turn”

4. “Infinite hours wait over the ridge”

5. “today is the bridge”

Answer this question.

6. What is the difference between Old Testament acrostics and modern acrostic poems?
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Using the poem “Spring,” follow these directions.

7. Write the line that is used three times.

8. Write the words from this line that create alliteration.

9. Write the line that is used twice.

10. Write the rhyme scheme of all triolets. Capitalize letters of lines that are repeated.

11. This poem emphasizes the sounds of spring. Write at least five words from the poem that relate
to sound.

CREATIVE WRITING

Write a triolet.
A triolet is not hard to write. Triolets lend themselves to pleasant, light-hearted subjects

although they can be serious as well.
First, think of a good lead line for lines 1, 4, and 7. Then write a companion line for it on

lines 2 and 8. You now need only three more lines to finish. Make sure your lines follow the
correct rhyme scheme.

12. A

B

a

A

a

b

A

B

LOOKING BACK . . .

Match each item to a type of poetic verse. (See text pages 158, 162, 164 for help.)

13. a b a b c c

14. well-suited to the rhythm of the English language

15. follows a definite rhythm pattern

16. lines are arranged according to thought patterns

Lesson 7
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17. unrhymed iambic pentameter

18. “The Jericho Road” B. blank verse

19. unrhymed R. rhymed and bound verse

20. well-suited for weighty discussions F. free verse

21. “Lament”

22. “A Psalm of Life”

23. gained popularity in the mid-1900s

24. “The Man With the Hoe”

25. no definite rhythm pattern

Read “The Sonnet,” “Italian Sonnet,” and “Lord, What a Change” (pp. 172, 173).

Write triolet or sonnet.

1. Long and difficult to write

2. Serious tone, suited to weighty discussions

3. Light-hearted and pleasant

4. Always iambic pentameter

5. Rhythm may vary

6. eight lines

7. Rhyme scheme always the same

8. Italian, Shakespearean, or Miltonic

9. May have different rhyme schemes

10. Fourteen lines

Using the terms octave and sestet, tell how the Italian sonnet is arranged.

11.

Follow the directions.

12. Write the rhyme scheme of “Lord, What a Change.” (Lay a piece of paper beside the poem and
write the letters for each line on it.)
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13. Write the four words that make feminine rhyme.

14. Summarize the statement of the octave of this sonnet.

15. Summarize the comment made in the sestet.

Twice the poet contrasts kneel and rise. Write the two pictures he gives for each.

16. When we kneel

a.

b.

17. When we rise

a.

b.

The poet uses four figures of speech to describe our condition before we pray. Match his
literal descriptions to what they could mean figuratively.

18. low resistance to temptation a. heavy burden

19. a concern for someone else or a decision b. parched ground

that keeps weighing us down c. black, threatening atmosphere

20. having gone a long time without spiritual refreshment d. weakness

21. fears or worries about the future

Do this writing activity.

22. “Oh, what peace we often forfeit.” This line from a common hymn by Joseph Scriven describes
many Christians. Is our capacity for “sheer joy” (recall the first poem in this section) dependent
on our prayer life? State your opinion; then support it with several well-worded sentences.



LOOKING BACK . . .

Write the letters of the correct answers.

23. The theme of “Lament” can be stated as
a. Because we can pray, we need never be weak or discouraged.
b. Modern technology robs men spiritually and offers no restoration.
c. False religious workers are more to be pitied than those they harm.
d. Man will need to give an account for brutal oppression of laborers.

24. It is more lamentable for false religious workers than for those whom they cause to
suffer because
a. God will hear the cry of the suffering and have mercy on them.
b. the false workers will be destroyed without mercy.
c. the false workers have no way of knowing that they are doing wrong.
d. those who suffer deserve the treatment they receive.

25. Trampling a smoking flax symbolizes
a. spiritual leaders preaching against sins of the flesh.
b. not caring that a fellow believer achieves victory.
c. persuading a weak Christian to abandon bad habits.
d. treating a backslider so harshly that no chance of revival remains.

Write the literary devices used in these lines. The lines are from “The Day is Done” by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow.

simile metaphor alliteration assonance personification

26. The day is done, and the darkness
27. Falls from the wings of Night,
28. As a feather is wafted downward . . .

From an eagle in his flight.

29. For, like strains of martial music,
Their mighty thoughts suggest

30. Life’s endless toil and endeavor;
And tonight I long for rest.

And the night shall be fill’d with music,

31. And the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,

32. And as silently steal away.”
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